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In this book you'll learn:1. The importance of systems in our life2. How people of systems rule
the world3. What is the relationship between success in life and the ability to build systems?4.
Consequences of lack of systemic approach to resolving problems5. How to build systems7.
Algorithm of building any system8. How to use various systems in everyday life9. Systems
created by Benjamin Franklin10. How to build a system for your financial prosperity
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every time.- W. Edwards DemingIntroductionDear friends, do you know that there is a secret to
resolving every problem and attaining every goal? There are many secrets in the world you can
use in resolving different problems, but not all secrets can solve every problem. For example,
have you ever wondered why some people are never agitated, yet they accomplish a lot of
things, as they do everything in an organised and efficient way, while others are constantly live to
fuss yet achieving little?Why do they have numerous movements here and there, yet little
progress? How could some famous politicians, athletes, businesspeople, pop stars achieve
significant success in life, and maintain their achievement for many years, while the majority of



others are locked up in the futile and vicious rat-race of life? The answer is simple.Listen to me
dear reader, behind every great and unusual success are great and unusual secrets. Successful
and great people do not only know these secrets, but they constantly apply the most important
secret, which will be discussed in the pages of this book.What is this most important secret?
This secret is "System Building". The ability to apply a systematic approach to different things
and areas, improving and facilitating our life on earth, but unfortunately only a few people know
and understand this secret. Those who are fortunate enough to recognise this secret are people
of systems who do not only build systems but also apply a systemic approach in all they do. A
vast majority of people living in our society do not even think about systems, so they never
achieve anything significant in life.Large businesses, corporations, famous political parties, large-
scale volunteer movements, hospitals, universities, schools, courts, armies are examples of
systems that were created to solve certain problems. The ability to cook a delicious breakfast,
dress elegantly, clean the apartment with high quality, raise children properly, educate ourselves,
monitor our health in our personal lives is possible only through systems building.Dear reader! I
wrote this book precisely to help you to become an efficient and organised person who can
achieve incredible results in life through the ability to build and put into practice systems in
various fields of activity. If only you discover this crucial secret of resolving every problem and
discipline yourself enough to use it, you will be able to achieve any life goal you set and
accomplish your wildest dreams.Enjoy your reading!Practical advice on reading this book.This
book canchange your life!Dear reader, you are holding a book the name of which got you
interested, which means this topic is relevant for you.We often decide to change something in
ourselves when what we have read impressed us, but a new day comes and we forget the good
intentions, for the haste of everyday life, takes its toll. Here are some practical recommendations
to make sure that reading this book will not end up as an accumulation of another portion of
knowledge.Read this book several times. Do not hurry and read thoughtfully. Ask yourself when
and where you may be able to use this information. Study the book carefully and analyze your
reaction.Read aloud Reading aloud will allow the unleashing of the power hidden in every word
and bring it into your life. Every word you see is as important as every word you hear. A
pronounced word has a wave nature; therefore, it has an influencing effect on all surrounding
objects and subjects when it sounds. Therefore, words matter. Do not neglect the power of
words! Do not let the strength go past while it can alter your life and circumstances in your life
almost physically!Underline and make notes While Reading this book keep your pen or
highlighter at hand. Underline separate text lines and paragraphs – this simple action will
reinforce three times your faculty of retention. Write down your own thoughts and make marginal
notes – let this book become your own book. Underlining is meant to make a book much more
interesting and help you to review it faster in the future.Reread the underlined fragments Thanks
to underlining and marking; you will be able to review the essential questions and fragments of
this book. To get the result from reading it is necessary to look through it as often as you can. Let
marked fragments inspire you to improve your life. As humans, we have an amazing ability to



forget things. The only way to keep the necessary information in our memory is to go back to it
again and again.Use the principles you have learned immediately. A person cannot be taught
anything; anyone can only learn something by their own efforts. It means that learning is an
active process. We learn best what we do practically. If you want to master the principles given in
this book, use them as often as possible and whenever possible. If you don’t practice, you will
forget them quickly. What is used in practice will remain in your memory.Give more priority to the
things you are learning. At the end of every chapter, you will find the Golden Truths containing all
essential thoughts that you have met during the entire chapter. Besides, you will find Tests
created with a purpose to assess yourself and your skills, as well as the Practical Tasks that will
help you to put into practice the things you have read. They are not meant just to be read. Within
24 hours in order to obtain the highest result and take advantage of the tasks. Otherwise, seized
by the fuss of everyday life, you will keep your destiny away again and all the changes you
expect so much will not take place in your life.From my many years’ experience of working with
people, I know that we often fulfil similar tasks for the sake of appearance only in order to get a
mark. But you are not at school where you could get away with this simple trick. It concerns your
own life, and completion of these tasks is essential for your life to change. That is why you
should take the tasks seriously, because that is for you, and not for the author of the book. Find a
quiet place where nobody can disturb you in completing these tasks. Perhaps, it will be a time
when you are home alone or at night when everyone is asleep.Make sure you reflect upon the
chapter you have read, and upon all the points you have marked. Remember your decisions and
write down all the following steps. Do not fail to lay down definite time periods to fulfil what you
have planned and determine the restrictions you will impose on yourself. It will help you not to
put planned steps towards the alteration of your life on the long finger. Find a person to whom
you can be accountable about your decision, who will remind you about it, or just a partner for
self-development.Write down the date when you started reading this book
____________________________________Let this date become a crucial moment in your life!
Advice on completing practical tasks. Attention!The practical tasks given after each chapter are
not meant just for reading. You should work on them in order to attain the necessary changes.
The word “practical” in the headline of this chapter is used just because of this reason. We often
fulfil similar tasks for the sake of appearance only in order to get a mark. May I remind you that
you are not at school; it concerns your own life, completion of these tasks is essential for you and
not for the author of the book. Be serious and responsible!To get a maximal effect from
completing these tasks, I recommend that you:Complete them within 24 hours after reading. By
postponing it, you are running a risk of missing your destiny and your success.Work on the
practical tasks in silence and calm surroundings. Find a quiet place where nobody can disturb
you in completing these tasks. Perhaps, it will be a time when you are home alone or at night
when everyone is asleep.Make sure you reflect upon the chapter you have read, and upon all
the points you have marked. Recollect the decisions you have taken and write down your
subsequent actions.Do not fail to lay down definite time periods to fulfil what you have planned



and determine the restrictions you will impose on yourself. It will help you not to put planned
steps towards the alteration of your life on the long finger.Find a person to whom you can be
accountable about your decision, who will remind you about it, or just a partner for self-
development.Advice on completing the testsTests given after each chapter will help you to
analyze yourself and see your actual position. It’s a kind of diagnosis. Any illness is cured after
its original cause is determined. So these tests can determine not only the physical cause of
illness but the spiritual one too. However, it will require you to take some effort - self-analysis,
reflection and honest answers. By doing it for yourselves and giving the most honest answers to
every question or statement, you will find your weak points and will start working on eliminating
or strengthening them.For every question or statement of the test, you should mark one answer
only. There are points given in brackets next to each answer or statement. The number of points
you score will determine how much you tend to recognize monoculture in your life. These tests
are meant to change your personality and are in no way designed to humiliate you. After all, for
each of us, there are many things to be improved.Part 1The Importance of Systems in our
LifeFriends! Do you know that billions of people live on planet Earth "like everyone else"
because they need it and do not even realise that they live and function in systems built by
people? Systems rule this world. Unfortunately, a significant part of us does not even think about
it.However, those few who do not only recognise this truth but also learned how to build and
apply systems are very successful and productive, because with the help of systems they were
able to solve a significant number of problems. The percentage of people who fall into this
category are only about 8%. Most of the others (about 92%) do not even realise that systems
rule the world they reside in and that with the help of systems, they can also learn to solve any
problem.But do you understand, dear friends, that great people, whom the whole world admires
could become great only because they were able to build and use systems in different spheres
of life? It is this truth that allowed them to find ways out of many difficult situations, to solve
diverse tasks, to benefit society, and to become successful and wealthy.Dear reader, if you study
this topic thoroughly, you will learn how to resolve any problem in life with a systemic approach. It
will make you very effective and fruitful. You will be able to solve many issues and achieve even
incredible dreams. In this part of the book, we will examine in detail why systems are so
important in our life.Chapter 1Consequences Of Lack Of Systemic Approach To Resolving
Problems"Western experts are convinced that it is impossible to force Russian-speaking people
to structure their time and space, it is impossible to teach them planning. They are people who
are addicted to gambling. They consider routine to be boring and not interesting. And if we add
the external chaos, disorganisation, and unpredictability prevailing in our country, then we get a
complete picture of the "features of national management" in negligence and dishonesty."These
words of Gleb Arkhangelsky, an expert in time management (1979), perfectly reflect one of the
most pressing problems of our society, the lack of a systematic approach to many vital issues,
which leads the majority of is living an ineffective and fruitless life. And in general, living in chaos
and unpredictability in everything. This problem affects not only the lives of individuals negatively



but also a whole country especially in developing countries. The confusion reigning in many
sectors, low labour productivity, low quality of life, terrible service, poverty, civic irresponsibility
are only a few from the long list of problems result from the lack of a systemic approach to
solving various issues. Dear friends, let us take a closer look at the consequences of the lack of
a systemic approach to resolving problems in this chapter.Consequences of a frivolous
lifestyle“Fuss has never led anyone to success.”Julian WilsonHow often do you hear
expressions like these around you:“I’ve been spinning all day like a squirrel in a wheel, I have a
lot to do, and in the end, it’s as if I didn’t do anything...”“I work a lot, but I’m not able to do
anything in an organised way, so I don’t have any significant results in my life ...”"Work is a
serious burden, as I need to perform all my tasks quickly but I do not have enough time:
unfinished tasks accumulate, and it makes me stressed up ..."I think I will not be mistaken, dear
reader, if I assume that you hear these expressions quite often. Our whole life is filled with such
statements. Many people have grand intentions for their destiny, we plan and try to carry them
out, but only a small percentage of us manage to accomplish our plans. Most of us never
achieve our desired success in life; instead, we get depressed by our unfulfilled dreams and lack
of results. But if we pay close attention to our lives, we would notice a certain pattern: we are
constantly busy with something, and some of us are truly working hard in trying to change our
circumstances for the better.Unfortunately, most of us do not know, and perhaps never even
realise that there is a secret that can help us solve every problem and achieve even our most
incredible goal. Because of this ignorance, our lives are filled with chaos and fuss. THE LACK
OF UNDERSTANDING OF A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RESOLVING DIFFERENT
PROBLEMS MAKES A MAJORITY OF US ATTEMPT TO USE OUR STRENGTHS TO SOLVE
EVERY PROBLEM THAT COMES OUR WAY BUT ALWAYS FAIL. AS A RESULT, WE
STUPIDLY WASTE OUR ENERGY, WE GET TIRED FREQUENTLY, DISILLUSIONED, AND
DEPRESSED BY OUR LOW RESULTS AND GENERAL INEFFICIENCY IN LIFE. Often, this
kind of life leads to nervous stress and negative effects on our health.The Adeyemi's were on the
verge of divorce. Displeasure with each other, crisis, quarrels and arguments have recently
become constant happenings in their family life. The wife, Kehinde was very disappointed in her
husband, Olawale, and could not understand how she managed to marry him. The young
woman wondered why she never notices the extreme disorganisation and lack of order of her
husband before their wedding. If she had known, she wouldn’t have married him certainly.
Kehinde had to perform the largest part of her family duties, and she had to do various side jobs
so that there would always be money in their accounts. And even though Olawale was constantly
doing something all day, he was always running helter-skelter, he promised to help his wife in
various issues, but in the end, nothing came of it.On discovering another problem in the family,
the young man left the previous one and rushed headlong to solve the next believing that the
second problem is much more important than the first. As a result, Kehinde had to pay all the
bills, go shopping, clean the apartment, manage the budget and resolve many organisational
issues.While studying at the University, she learned to approach problems systematically, so



everything she did, she had a predictable result.After every failure Olawale encounters, she tried
to explain to him the advantages of planning and a systemic approach to life, but each time she
received an immediate rebuke. Olawale lived how he saw his father lived; he was brought up to
believe that organisation, planning and setting family goals was not the man's occupation, just
like his father. Olawale was not embarrassed by the fact that at thirty years he had not achieved
anything significant because his father lived a similar life, and his mother always covered his
father's failure with her efforts. Therefore, Olawale often wondered why his wife was always
dissatisfied with him and was constantly stressed about his lifestyle?The lifestyle of Olawale
described in our story is characteristic of all non-systemic and disorganised people, with vanity
as their daily habitual quality. You can learn more deeply about this subject by listening to my
teaching series on "Effective Living" on my YouTube channel "Dr Sunday Adelaja". Friends, how
many of the before-mentioned stories do you see every day in your environment, and maybe this
is even your reality?Russian poet Edward Asadov (1923 – 2004) describes "a vain life" more in
his poem titled "Vanity."Well, what are we really doing!Do we live?We work, we sleep, we
talkAnd we ourselves do not know,That we are always running at a run!We rush like
clockwork,Try to stop!Lifts and those speed -Throw us up and down!Everyone rushes
everywhere,Similarly, they fly on the ice.And so sometimes in a hurry,That they get married and
get divorcedAlmost not on the move.We rush sometimes from the skin,And even there is no
guess,That life sometimes resembles abrief, dry outline.When the whole life is measured,Ask
yourself:- And how much has been done?And tell yourself bewildered:- Yes, it seems to be
nothing. (1)Dear reader, maybe right now you are experiencing something similar? You rush
through life as a “headless chicken”, panicking and trying to solve many problems and achieve
goals without thinking carefully, only to end without results. But you can boast a significant
amount of acquired chronic diseases and nervous breakdowns.If this best describes you, this
book is written just for you, because as Julian Wilson remarked: "Fuss has never led anyone to
success." If you study this topic thoroughly, you will understand how to end the bustle once and
for all, because you will learn the most important secret to resolving every problem. You will
become a highly organised person with analytical thinking, able to apply a systemic approach to
different issues. You will learn how to build systems of any complexity, and as a result, your life
will become successful, effective and productive. Then you can achieve absolutely any dream
and goal without losing your composure and peace.So, friends, we have just learned about the
consequences of a vain life without systems, and now we will find out how a person of systems
differs from a person of a process.Are You A Systemic Person Or A Person Of Process?“Give
me six hours to chop down a tree, and I will spend the first four sharpening the axe.”Abraham
Lincoln (1809- 1865)“A certain man saw a woodcutter in the forest, who had burdensome
experience cutting down a tree with a completely dull saw. The man asked him: “Dear sir, why
don't you sharpen your saw?” The woodcutter replied: “I don’t have time to sharpen my saw! I
have to keep cutting!”Dear reader, I think you might have heard this story before which perfectly
describes a person of a process to us. For such a person, he is less concerned about the



amount of time he will spend in cutting the tree and whether his goal will be achieved at all
because his most important task is the cutting process itself. That is the attitude of people who
are ignorant of the secret of systems, instead of calculating and deriving an algorithm and
building a system that would lead them to the needed result in a short time, they prefer to keep
going through the redundant processes. Unfortunately, a person of a process can never be truly
successful and great in life. Let's examine why.A person of a process is controlled by the
process, so to him, the process itself is much more important than the desired goal and result. A
person of a process may not even think what his actions should lead to in the end. When such a
person works, he cares little about what needs to be done and how it should be done. He is told
to insert a screwdriver - he inserts, they say to him to tighten the nut - he tightens. If he is not
given direction, then perhaps he will not think of it himself. He is just like a bus travelling through
the city, which might or might not reach the final stop. The most important thing is that the bus
goes through different streets continuously.Such a person does not know how to think.
Therefore, he often turns off his reason, which does not give him the opportunity to solve
problems systematically. He does not know how to create algorithms and derive formulas
necessary for building systems. As a result, he does not get his desired result. People with this
attitude never succeed in life as great people do.But all great personalities are the absolute
opposite of the people above. These are people of purpose and system; they are pragmatists.
They do not live in a world of fantasy, but have a sober mind, and are focused on what will be the
result of their activities. In other words, they are always focused on results.To achieve this, great
people apply a systemic approach to solving all life tasks. Therefore they are very effective in
their work. One of these people, Abraham Lincoln, said: "If I had six hours to cut down a tree, I
would spend the first four hours to sharpen the axe." Lincoln had the understanding and mindset
that before starting any venture, a person first needs to turn his thinking on, calculate everything,
build and launch a system, which in the end will lead him to his desired result. He understood
that the creation of a system (sharpening the axe) would take much longer than the process of
the work itself (felling a tree). Dear friends, it's a fact that 75% of success lies in the development
of a system and only 25% in applying what has been developed. Successful people know this,
so they spend a reasonable amount of their time on developing systems that bring them
significant results and income.In 2008, a 19-year-old Raymond Lee from the United States
created a very profitable business from almost nothing. The business idea was born when
Raymond needed to order T-shirts for a school tennis club, and the allocated budget was very
limited. In the search for the right product, Raymond saw that companies existing in the market
for substantial money offered an extremely dubious service.Then the schoolboy sat down,
thought over everything, developed an algorithm and created a system for building his business,
which solved the problem of the lack of low-priced good-quality T-shirts in the US market. Lee
became the creator of a unique, yet simple, online t-shirt company called www.ooshirts.com. At
the age of 20, he earned his first million, as he was able to accurately and precisely calculate the
needs of the consumer.An interesting fact is that the young man became a millionaire without



attracting any external investment into his business. His company employed only two people.
One is Raymond Lee himself, and the second person took orders from customers by telephone.
The rest of the work of the company was carried out by paid companies: they carried out the
delivery, transportation and the manufacture of goods themselves.The original idea of Raymond
was easy. He simply built a systemic approach to solving the problem and the task of the young
man was to find both a manufacturer and buyers, and become an intermediary. This young
entrepreneur earns $ 2 million per year, and this amount is constantly growing. (2) (3)Friends,
are you aware of a systemic approach to resolving problems? Are you a person of system or
process? What do you spend most of your time on building clear systems to get predictable
results like the young Raymond Lee, or on unintelligent activities that never achieve your goals?
Even in the Holy Scriptures, the Lord God Himself tells us that before we begin to do something,
we need to sit down, think over it, calculate and create a system with which we can achieve our
results. "For which of you, intending to build a tower, does not sit down first and count the cost,
whether he has enough to finish it— lest, after he has laid the foundation, and is not able to
finish, all who see it begin to mock him, 30 saying, ‘This man began to build and was not able to
finish’? (Luke 14: 28-30).If, before starting a business, we don't calculate everything, build a
system, and the process of its implementation is not started, we will never achieve our intended
goals, and we will have the reputation of an unserious person.Dear reader, in this chapter we
learned the consequences of a haphazard and a life without systems filled with vanity and also
understood how a person of a system differs from a person of a process. We found that fussy
people and people of processes never become great and do not achieve success. It can be
achieved only by those who have a systemic approach to all matters and things in this life. In the
next chapter, we would discover the secrets of people who rule our world.The Golden TruthThe
confusion reigning in many sectors, low labour productivity, low quality of life, terrible service,
poverty, civic irresponsibility are only a few from the long list of problems result from the lack of a
systemic approach to solving various issues.This problem affects not only the lives of individuals
negatively but also a whole country especially in developing countriesFuss has never led
anyone to success.Great people apply a systemic approach to solving all life tasks. Therefore
they are very effective in their workUnfortunately, a person of a process can never be truly
successful and great in life.Before we begin to do something, we need to sit down, think over it,
calculate and create a system with which we can achieve our results.Self-testIn each question or
statement, you only need to mark one answer that best describes you. Opposite each answer in
brackets is a score. In the end, you have to calculate your total points.1. Are you satisfied with
your results in life?1) Yes (3)2) To some extent (1)3) No (0)2. How do you relate with the
expression “I'm spinning all day like a squirrel in a wheel, I have a lot to do, and in the end, it’s as
if I didn’t do anything...1) To some extent it applies to me (1)2) Fully characterizes me (0)3) Has
nothing to do with my life (3)3. Do you think you have a systematic approach to life?1) I think so
(3)2) Most likely not (0)3) Partially (1)4. Do you often think about what you want to do, calculate
and plan towards the result?1) Very often (3)2) Never (0)3) Sometimes (1)5. What is your most



important priority1) The result (3)2) The process itself (0)3) Never thought about it (1)Test
Results0-5 points - Sorry. You are an ineffective person, whose whole life is full of vanity. Your
plans and dreams remain unfulfiled because you do not have a systemic approach to life. In
order not to remain at the level, you need to study this topic as thoroughly as possible and
urgently start working on yourself to develop a systemic approach to all life issues.6-11 points -
Good. In your life, you use systems, but not yet to the extent necessary to achieve significant
success. To achieve this and become an outstanding person, carefully study this book.12–15
points - Excellent. You are an effective and efficient person who always achieves his set goals
because you know how to create systems and use them in your life. However, it is never too late
to share this knowledge with people around you!Advice on completing practical
tasksATTENTION! The practical tasks given after each chapter are not meant just for reading.
You should work on them in order to attain the necessary changes. The word “practical” in the
headline of this chapter is used just because of this reason. We often fulfil similar tasks for the
sake of appearance only in order to get a mark. May I remind you that you are not at school; it
concerns your own life, completion of these tasks is essential for you and not for the author of
the book. Be serious and responsible!
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